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Children can practice writing and number skills, spelling, math and many more essential learning

activities over and over again with this fantastic wipe-clean work book.
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Roger Priddy's passion for educating children through fun, informative and engaging books has led

him to create some of publishing's most enduring and successful non-fiction early learning books.

Roger lives in London and has three children, who have been the inspiration behind many of his

best publishing ideas.

A great learning aid and what better can be if it is in form of a book.This book I purchased for my 2

1/2 year old daughter and she loves it.This book is divided into 4 sections 1) Letters 2) Animals 3)

Time 4) NumbersIn letter section your little one can practice uppercase and lowercase letters.

He/She can learn words not only starting with these letters like A is for Apple but also those words

which has those letters in them like Hat.There are also some exercises at the end of learning two

letters each in uppercase and lowercase.In the Animals sections the little one can trace over the

outline to draw some nice pictures like cat, dog.There are also lots of exercises with animals like

food trails, counting pets.My daughter loves a lot the food trail exercise here.The third section is for



Time.This sections teaches about time in different ways.I think this section is for a bit older child

between 3-4 years.The last section is learning numbers in letters and numbers. It also has exercises

and its fun to do it.At the beginning and end of the book there is practice page where your little one

can practice their learning.This book wipes off so easily with a wet cloth so you can practice a lot on

the same one.It is spiral bound so no worries of tearing it in middle and the pages are also

sturdy.The pen that comes with it dries up after a few uses but you can use crayons or washable

markers and it serves the purpose.Very good concept of learning for a child.

My 3 year old daughter loves this book. As a teacher I love it too! Like other reviews states the

marker that comes with it is not made to last, but the book is with the value even if it did not come

with a marker.The pages wipe clean easily. The activites vary from simple mathematics: counting,

shapes, number tracing, etc to complete the drawings of animals. My daughter loves to work on this

independently.

This is exactly what I was looking for to help my daughter practice all those letter and number skills

she learned in preschool over the summer as she gets ready for Kindergarten. She adores the book

and loves to play "school" with it every day. She's even learned to tell time!What I did not even

consider is that this book and others like it are not designed for left-handed kids. Every time she

writes across a line, she erases or smears what she just wrote due to the placement of her hand. By

the end, her entire arm is covered in ink from hand to elbow. I think any dry erase book will have the

same problem, so there's nothing that can be done about it. Fortunately the ink washes off easily,

so we will continue to let her enjoy the book, even if it's messier for us than for other kids.

While I have only had this book for a day, so far I'm surprisingly impressed with it. The book itself is

11" high x 8 1/2" wide x 7/16" thick with a spiral binding that allows the book to be completely

opened. The pages themselves are all heavy-weight and coated (including the insides of the front

and back covers which are each labeled as a "Practice Page") for dry-erase marker use. The book I

received came with one slightly thicker than usual black dry-erase marker tucked into the spiral

binding itself and is recommended for ages 3 and up.The book itself is broken into the following

sections:1) Letters: Goes through the entire alphabet from "a" to "z" with a half a page devoted to

each. It starts off with a 1/2" example of how to write the capital version of the letter, followed by two

dotted representations for a child to practice with, and ending with enough room for the child to

practice approximately three more free-hand. The book then has the same for the corresponding



small version of the letter. The remainder of the 1/2 page per letter has either two or three colorful

pictures of something that has the letter in it (once again with dotted representations of the particular

letter for the child to practice with) as well as the occasional "game" (such as "circle each letter b"). I

like that the examples used don't always start with the letter being covered ("O" uses owl, orange,

and spoon).2) Animals: Has appealing pictures of various animals with dotted "drawings" for the

child to connect to help them practice co-ordination. There are also various games requiring the

child to do such things as following dotted swirls to "help" various animals get to food, counting

various groups of animals, matching items, finishing drawings, connect the dots, and completing a

maze. Oddly, at the end of this section is one page devoted to "Number practice" and two pages

devoted to "Alphabet practice" with 3/4" examples of how to write each, followed by two dotted

representations, and the entire remainder of the line for free-hand practice.3) Time: Bright and

appealing pages for the child to practice telling time. This has various approaches such as "What

time is it?" where a time is given and the child has to draw the appropriate clock hands, and "One

hour later" where it gives a time and the child is to draw where the clock hands would be an hour

from the time stated..4) Numbers: This section shows the child how to write each number from 1 to

10 (i.e. "1", "2") and well as spell each (i.e. "one", "two"). It also gives various opportunities for the

child to count items, as well as provides games (such as "circle the things with two legs"). There is

also a page devoted to 11 - 15, as well as another for 16 - 20, that just has basic representations of

each number (such as "16 socks" with a picture of sixteen individual socks with a "=16" at the

end).Overall this book has a lot going for it. It is sturdy and very colorful and appealing. There are a

number of extra activities throughout the book to reinforce the lessons for the child as well as to help

keep them engaged. I have however noticed that the actual number section teaches how to write a

slightly different version of the number "4" from the section in the "Animals" portion of the book, but

overall I am very happy with this book so far and it is a great way for a child to practice without the

wasted paper that would normally be involved.

I purchased this book for my four year old son and he loves it. His favorite part so far (just came in

yesterday, very fast btw) is tracing the animal faces. The book has all of the letters, alone with bright

colorful pictures, and words with traceable letters. It also has numbers, counting, animals, and

clocks to teach time and how to properly draw the hands on the clocks. This book is wonderful. The

only reason I have it four stars is because the marker is not that great. It only comes with one and I

haven't been able to find replacements to buy. I have read other reviews that said not to use other

dry erase markers as they stain the book. My son managed to push the tip of the marker all the way



in and now he can't use it. Didn't even last 24 hours. Other than the issue with the marker, I love this

product and would recommend it to anyone with children.
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